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Abstract

Started in 1991 the French and German cooperation led to common work based on the experience of the two
designers FRAMATOME and SIEMENS KWU with all their know how, the most important Utilities in France
and Germany operating NPP and the technical supports of the Licensing Authorities GRS and IPSN. The
conclusion of that work was the issue in November 1997 and February 1999 of two Basic Design reports for a
European Pressurized Reactor (EPR) respectively with a power of 4250MW*th and 4900MW«th. The Basic
Design approach was led under two key items: Enhancement of the overall safety level by implementation of
design measures to: Make the plant less dependant to common cause failures; practically eliminate all high
pressure core melt sequences which could lead to important radioactive releases to the environment; implement
specific systems to face severe accident situation with low-pressure core melt. Use of the many years of
experiences in two different nuclear designs to reach an overall availability figure over 91%, partly due to design
improvements on the safety level. With such an objective, demonstrated by feedback of experience on already
operating plants, the EPR project can be proposed as a competitive alternative to the most recent fossil plants.

1. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND UP TO 2000

Considering the development of an evolutionary reactor the European Pressurised Water
Reactor (EPR) able to fulfil the requirements of the 21st century, Framatome and Siemens
founded their joint subsidiary, Nuclear Power International (NPI) in April 1989.

In 1991, Electricite de France (EDF) and the major German Utilities decided to join the
development program by merging their domestic development programs, N4 Plus and
REP2000 on the French side and the further development of the KONVOI plants on the
German side, with the NPI development program.

One of the major targets of the EPR development is to ensure its licensing in France and
Germany, hi this context the French and German Licensing Authorities were associated to the
project from the very beginning of the design studies, hi such a way on line corrections could
be envisaged or discussed to consider some specific wishes of the safety authorities in order
to avoid any further blockage in the licensing process of the future plant.

A second important development goal was to assure the competitiveness of nuclear power
generation with any alternative energy sources. As a milestone for this target economic
assessment criteria were defined in 1995 at the beginning of the EPR basic design phase. With
the completion of basic design at the end of 1997, it could be proved that the economic target
defined two and half years ago was met with a sufficient margin. However, the power
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generation cost of conventional power plants had decreased drastically during this period of
time. This was mainly caused by reduced investment cost for the plants and itself due to
international competition and by fuel prices, especially that of natural gas, that fell down to
historic low levels, thus diminishing the competitiveness margin of EPR.

hi order to fully optimize the generation cost of the future EPR to keep it competitive as far as
possible, the suppliers and the utilities jointly decided to address several optimisation options
in the EPR design. During this phase, the electrical output of the plant was increased by about
15% to an electrical output of 1750 MW with a NSSS thermal power level of 4900 MW in
order to benefit from economy of scale effects. Furthermore, the building layout was
optimised mainly by reducing the building volumes. In terms of system design the Residual
Heat Removal system (RHR) was combined with the Low Head Safety Injection system
(LHSI) and located outside Containment. These measures provided significantly reduced
investment and generation costs.

Independently of this demonstration, some concerns were raised about the increased power
level. The main argument was that the power increase could induce technical risks in
particular with respect of public acceptance and also towards a proper feasibility of the turbo-
generator set.

hi this context, EDF, with the approval of the project partners, decided to come back to the
initial operating power level which was fixed during the first phase, that means a core thermal
power of 4250 MW keeping nevertheless the optimisation options on layout and systems
design.

FIG. 1. Plant overview.
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2. INTRODUCTION

To increase the overall safety level in a NPP evolutionary design means basically a rise in the
investment costs compared to the last units put into operation.

In order to ensure the ambitious competitiveness target of the EPR it became therefore
essential to demonstrate a very high availability factor over an extended lifetime. Necessary
design improvements to reach this goal became consequently compulsory and all the benefits
of safety improvements were to be considered if they could have a positive impact on
operation or maintenance. Considering some restrictive national set of licensing rules, the
context of an international co-operation involving the licensing authorities at the beginning of
the project was favourable for a reasonable updating of these rules - most of them having been
issued long before any feedback of experience on NPPs.

The following paper will be organised in presenting first the EPR safety improvements with
no induced impact on cost savings and then those that have a consequential positive impact on
availability and (or) maintenance. Finally some basic improvements on operation strategies
coming the many years of experience in France and Germany will be considered.

3. SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS RESULTING IN ADDITIONAL DEVICES WITH NO
COST SAVINGS IMPACT

These safety orientations are only listed here to give a general overview of the approach.

The basic idea leading to these improvements was to improve the result of PSA level 1
(before core melt) and level 2 studies (after core melt). Additional systems were introduced
like diversified small diesel generator , a containment heat removal system for severe accident
with its dedicated cooling chain , dedicated severe accidents depressurization valves ....
These new devices were nevertheless designed with a less stringent functional and mechanical
qualification level compared to the traditional safeguard systems to limit the overall cost
impact.

- Mitigation of severe accidents up to core meltdown accidents in order to restrict offsite
emergency response actions (evacuation or relocation of the population) to the nearby
plant vicinity for a very limited duration — No food restriction at the site limits for the
second harvest following a severe accident.

- This safety option led to the implementation of the core catcher, core catcher cooling
and the containment heat removal system

- External hazards must not constitute a large part of the residual risk so specific design
measures were taken to consider a more appropriate approach on earthquakes, explosion
pressure waves and military aeroplane crashes. This requirement had a significant
impact on layout requirements .

- Additional devices have been implemented to face extreme situations like station
blackout or total loss of the heat sink. This requirement led to the implementation of
diversified emergency diesel generators and a diversified service water-cooling.
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4. SAFETY IMPROVEMENTS INVOLVING SYSTEM SIMPLIFICATIONS AND
AVAILABILITY IMPROVEMENTS

4.1. Updating of licensing rules

4.1.1. Boiler rules

The former French rules dealing with overpressure protection were basically issued for fossil
plants were the power generated in the boiler can only be reduced when all the coal already
present will be fully burned out.

A specific updating was issued for the primary nuclear part of future NPPs in 1974 but no
updating was accepted by the overpressure experts on the secondary side where the effect of
the reactor scram was only to be considered with a very large delay (last reactor trip). The
secondary side overpressure protection led therefore to an over-sizing of the safety valve
capacity on the secondary side increasing the risk of overcooling accidents due to inadvertent
safety valve opening (7 spring operated 20 % safety valves implemented per steam generator
in the French units).

On the other side the German Boiler Rule imposed a global safety valve capacity of 200% per
steam generator realize on the German units by two 100% pilot operated safety valves. (One
100% safety valve + one 100% relief valve)

The EPR harmonization process led to another concept considering the reactor scram as a
pressure reducing measure, which allows to reduce the overall discharge capacity, provided
the reliability and diversity of the provisions related to the reactor scram are similar to those
of the protection of the core.

H steam
generator N4 £ \m \m

s4eam
general or

H steam
U generator Konvoi EPR

FIG. 2. Secondary side overpressure protection.
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The final EPR solution proposes today two 25% safety valves and one 50% relief valve per
steam generator .The induced savings are very significant on the equipment cost and on the
piping design. The overall safety is also improved due to a reduction of the risk and
consequences of overcooling accidents.

4.1.2. Mechanical classification related to the fluid activity: the barrier classification

Up to now a pipe is designed depending on it's operating temperature and pressure.
Considering nuclear industry some additional rules were issued related to quality insurance in
the design process. Some differences in these types of rules were identified between the
French and the German practices.

The new idea issued from the EPR cooperation was to clearly identify a pipe or a system
arrangement depending on its fluid contamination level. With the new barrier classification
the design effort will be clearly focused where a need of high level quality has been
deterministically identified. Three different barrier classes were defined depending on the
contamination level of the fluid kept in the "barrier" and on the isolation devices implemented
on the barrier . A direct link between the barrier class and the mechanical classification was
made.

Cost savings are induced by the avoidance of arbitrary classifications. The gain in safety is to
have defined a clear classification approach combining the functional needs (accident
mitigation, prevention and management) and the mechanical ones depending on the
environmental consequences.

4.1.3. Reconsideration of the requirements imposed to the equipement suppliers

Considering nuclear engineering it appears that important cost savings can be made on a lot of
equipment if the design specifications imposed to the suppliers are periodically adapted to the
recent technological evolutions.

The first results in that field show that a significant optimization of the specifications can be
reached, leading for example to reduce the amount of the imposed nuclear documentation
related to an equipment.

4.2. Contribution to defense in depth improvment and unplanned availability reduction

The « defense-in-depth » principle remains the fundamental principle of safety for the nuclear
power plants of the next generation, with an implementation of several levels of protection. A
good way to contribute to achieve a good level of defense in depth is to reduce the number of
significant incidents. This involves to look for improvements of the equipment and systems
used in normal operation, with a view to reduce the frequencies of transients and incidents
and hence to limit the possibilities of accident situations developing from such events.

4.2.1. Implementation of a limitation system

The best way to reduce the frequencies of transients and incidents is to act and to correct the
deviation leading to an incident or a transient by a specific I&C system to be located in-
between the protection and the standard control functions of the plant. This system already
implemented on the German NPPs since many years is acting with staggered measures in
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addition to the controls to avoid, when possible, the actuation of a reactor trip protection set
points. A degree of independence between this limitation system and the protection system
can be asked for to get a valuable PSA benefit and to fulfill the licensing authority
requirement related to common cause failures.

The comparison of reactor trip occurrences and the induced plant unavailability in France and
Germany showed a clear benefit related to the introduction of the German limitation concept
in a new plant design. French and German engineers have analyzed the today existing
German limitation system in detail and an optimized set of functions has been retained based
mainly on the feedback of experience. A direct generation cost saving is therefore related to
the implementation of the limitation system in the EPR.

Reactor trip if no limitations

Controlled

PRl TECTION RANGE

" LIMITATIONS RANGE

NORMAL RANGE

Time

Last ar.tinq
FAST ACTIVE

COUNTERMEASURES
PARTIAL TRIP

2 anting
ACTIVE COUNTERMEASURES
ROD INSERTION -BORATION

SLOW ACTION ROD INSERTION

• I 1 •' art intj
!PASSIVE COUNTERMEASURES
. DILUTIONS. ROD BLOCKING

FIG. 3. Limitation staggered actions.

4.2.2. Degree of automation

The main idea for automation is to make the future plant less sensitive to human errors. In the
EPR the required degree for automation has been fixed by comparison of the French and
German existing solutions: all elements which have an influence on availability or the human
failure risk considering the overall safety will be automated in the future EPR (e.g.: main
coolant pump automatic start up sequence to avoid a potential human failure considering the
complexity of the starting procedure and the consequences on safety and availability in case
of a pump failure, automatic start of the third main feedwater pump when required)

The general rule to decide about the need for an automation of a function was:
- when the automation improves the overall safety or availability of the plant
- when the function is time critical during shutdown or start up
- when there is an investment risk
- when the function would disturb the operator in a busy period
- when the function is a boring and repetitive work which is a high potential for human

failure.
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The additional investment cost to reach this level of automation is minor in comparison to
gains identified comparing the feedback of experience on German plant and French ones, the
French ones being less automated than the German ones.

4.2.3. Digital I&C — computerized control room

The French N4 plants are equipped with digital I&C and a computerized control room. The
latest German plants are still based on hardwired technologies. The new French concept gives
advantages in terms of plant surveillance, better overview of the operators, faster capability to
restart, more flexible use of computerized operating procedures, more freedom for automation
and a much more flexible man machine interface. Sufficient and appropriate information will
be made available to the operators for a clear understanding of the plant status, including
severe accident conditions. Considering the use of computer techniques reliable diagnosis for
operator support are now possible. These elements, for which the N4 feedback of experience
is taken into account in an on-line process (the team working on the EPR is in close contact
with the people in charge of the N4 man machine interface) contributes to defense in depth
due to the improvement of the man machine interface.

A more reliable diagnosis will also help to reach the ambitious objectives for unplanned
unavailability.
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4.3. Contribution to optimized safety margins inducing reduction of unplanned
unavailability

4.3.1. Fixed incore instrumentation

German KONVOI plants are equipped with a permanent in-core instrumentation. N4 plants
have very accurate movable in-core instrumentation with long time response used to calibrate
the less accurate ex-core instrumentation used in the core protection system. With the fixed
in-core measurements, periodically calibrated by the very quick movable aeroball system, the
on-line core surveillance and protection is far more precise and contributes to a significant
increase of the safety margins.

In comparison with the French N4 a long period (up to 3 days) for core stabilization (the plant
being no more able to follow the grid requirement) is not required. The quality of the
electricity produced becomes therefore much better and the kWh price for such a production
will certainly be valuable in a near future. Considering also the safety impact it can be stated
that the operations restrictions can be reduced (e.g. Pellet Clad Interaction constraints limiting
today the N4 capacity) and the required operation margins to protection actions can be
optimized. Operation gets easier, nominal power can be safely increased and the risk to reach
the core related protection set-points is reduced assuming the optimized staggered limitation
measures (see § 4.2.1).

4.4. Contribution to defense in depth improvment and reduction of planned
availability (outage reduction)

4.4.1. General

The outage duration is the main contributor to the overall plant unavailability. Former general
maintenance outages had a duration of about 30 days in Germany and somewhat more in
France - this difference being mainly linked to specific licensing requirements due to core
unloading with regard to the fuel pool cooling. In the last years, the KONVOI plants
succeeded in outage reduction with maintenance down to 15 days. This reduction has been
performed with modification of systems, tests and practices. The EPR designer considered
this feedback of experience with major attention and detailed outage schedules could be
presented:

One with a total duration of 16 days from breaker to breaker considering the Normal
Refueling Outage. Such a Normal Refueling Outage includes most of the preventive
maintenance tasks except those concerning the safety trains, which are realized in power
operation, (see Fig. 6)

- A second one with a total duration of 40 days from breaker to breaker considering the In-
Service Inspection outage each 10 years.

4.4.2. N+2 Concept

N+2 Concept or the four train-redundant engineered-safety system structure

In current plants, the French safety systems are designed 2 x 100% (N+l), the German safety
systems are 4 x 50% (N+2). From the first point of view, the 2 x 100% concept requires
fewer components and looks therefore cheaper. For a 4 x 50% concept, even two additional
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FIG. 5. The 4 train safeguard systems and divisions.

building compartments have to be implemented to separate the trains. After a more detailed
analysis, it has been found out that the costs are not much higher with a 4-train concept.
Compared to the 2 x 100% concept the components are smaller, more standardized equipment
can be chosen and some big pipes like headers between the safety trains can be deleted.
Beneath the associated savings this constitutes also a significant safety improvement
considering the failure risk.

Considering the subject of this paper the 4 x 50% concept, commonly described as the N+2
concept provides in addition the following advantages directly linked to performance
improvements and induced generation cost savings:

• On power maintenance

The N+2 concept allows considering the maintenance of one safety train during power
operation and to postulate in addition a single failure in case of an accident without
impairing the safety criteria. On power maintenance can therefore be performed with the
following advantages:

1. On power maintenance can be carefully planned and carried out with the best staff in
a free time window over the year

2. On power maintenance reduces the workload during outage and makes the outage
planning more safe.

3. On power maintenance reduces the maintenance costs because the work is
decompressed and more can be performed by own staff.

4. On power maintenance concerning rotating equipment (including the diesel generator
sets) is based on a systematic replacement of the equipment by the equipment kept in
reserve, the replaced equipment being then maintained in the workshop. Once the
maintenance is achieved the maintained equipment is considered as new reserve
equipment. On power maintenance can then be planed without any potential failure
risk and sufficient time is provided to maintain an equipment in the workshop even if
a major problem could appear during the dismounting of the equipment.
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Increase of admissible repair time allocation

The degree of redundancy becomes higher compared to a 2 x 100% or N+l concept.
Therefore the allocation of time to repair in case of unplanned unavailability of an
equipment becomes higher too .The repair can therefore be performed with a better
preparation and without excessive pressure put on the working staff. Considering human
factor issues there is an evident gain in safety linked to maintenance costs reduction.

Works on safety trains during outage

Also during outage the N+2 concept allows a more flexible planing of control and
maintenance work on a safety train. More trains are kept available .due to the time
dependant decrease of residual decay heat the required capacities for heat removal are
decreasing too. After a certain time the 4 x 50% configuration becomes a 4 x 100%
configuration regarding the heat removal function. Maintenance is then possible in outage
situations where it would have been impossible to envisage anything in a 2 x 100%
configuration (even if the configuration would be equivalent to a 2 x 200% situation). In
certain plant conditions, maintenance can even be performed on two trains in parallel.
The combination of these two trains is nearly free depending on the system configuration.
A degree of redundancy of 2 x 100% can be kept all the time. So even with more trains
the required time for safety train maintenance during outage can be reduced.

Cost savings on spare parts

With 4 x 50%, the single components are smaller and less expensive. Therefore the costs
related to the spare parts management are also reduced.

EPR REFUELING OUTAGE DURATION
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FIG. 6. Outage planning taking into account on power preventive maintenance.

4.4.3. System simplification

The Safety Injection and the Residual Heat Removal Systems have been combined and
located outside the containment. In order to lower the cost without impairing the safety and
reliability, simplifications of the standard well known solutions were examined.
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FIG. 7. Combined Safety Injection System IS/ Reactor Heat Removal System.

Three examples can illustrate this engineering process:

• RHR suction line is used as SIS hot leg injection. This approach is made possible because
SIS hot injection is manually actuated after 90 minutes in case of a loss of coolant
accident to avoid boron crystallization. With such a design, a big pipe and its associated
valves together with the injection nozzle could be deleted. This contributes to a certain
gain in safety (reduction of the number of nozzles on the primary coolant lines) and in
investment costs.

• An overpressure protection in intermediate state had to be investigated concerning the
pressurization risk linked with a cold shock on the vessel, in case of Medium Head Safety
Injection start up. To solve this problem it has been decided to limit the MHSI pressure by
adding a larger mini-flow line sized to limit the RCS pressure to 40 bars. This mini-flow
line will only be in service when the reactor is under 120°C/30 bars. By such a design it
has been possible to avoid the introduction of a specific cold overpressure protection in
shutdown in addition to the gliding set point already decided on the pressurizer safety
valves.

This contributes to a gain in safety by elimination of a potential overpressure transient and
in investment by replacing safety valve requirements by small piping.

• It has been required to take into account the feedback of experience related to the
mechanical problem of isolated safety injection lines when small leaks through the
isolation valves may occur ("Farley-Tihange" problem responsible for several small
breaks on the safety injection piping). Implementation of on-line temperature and pressure
measurements will allow to identify any small leak through the isolation valve to the
primary circuit and the dedicated corrective actions can be taken to evacuate the leak to
the Chemical and Volume Control System .

4.4.4. Mid loop operation and nitrogen flushing

Mid loop operation is a plant state with reduced water inventory and core loaded. Reduced
inventory is necessary for the vessel head opening. Mid loop operation is advantageous for
flushing the reactor coolant system gas phase with nitrogen before opening to reduce the
radiological impact on the workers inside containment. Nevertheless considering the mid loop
situation with reduced coolant inventory, the safety must be guaranteed.
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FIG. 8. Staeeerine ofnrotective actions in mid-loon.

The retained solutions to reach this
required safety level are accurate,
reliable and redundant mid loop level
measurements, automatic level control
and automatic make up with the Medium
Head Safety Injection in case of level
drop. The investment effort is limited
due to the already existing I&C and
sensors, the safety is improved because
radiological releases in normal operation
are reduced and staggered
countermeasures are implemented in
case of problems in this critical situation.

As a consequence, the requirements related to the draining to mid loop can be less stringent.

In the present units this operation is felt as a very critical one and a lot of time is lost due to a
permanent checking by the operators .

4.4.5. Maintenance provisions on electrical busbars

The electrical house load grid is separated in 4
trains. Each train is composed of an operational
and a safety part. The safety part supplies the
safety trains and is fed by the operational part or
by the diesel generators. Considering
maintenance requirements both safety and
operational parts have to be maintained together.
During this maintenance phase the mechanical
safety train is not available but there some
specific consumers that have to be kept in
operation like safety lightening, fire detection and
fire fighting equipments, site security,
communication equipments, lifts, coolant
evaporators, etc. No provisions were provided in
the former designs for these consumers, so
mobile cables are implemented through the
corridors during the duration of the maintenance.
This practice has a negative impact on an overall
safety of the plant due to the communication
paths introduced between the divisions.

For EPR, the operators identified from the very
beginning the sensible equipment. They fixed the
allowed maintenance combinations of electrical
busbars and put the consumers on the right busbar
combination, to keep the function under voltage
in case of maintenance on one or even two trains.
For some equipment, double electrical supply has
been foreseen from busbars, which physically
cannot be isolated at the same time due to
specific design choices.

FIG 9 : Single line diagram (train 1 & 2).
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Special busbars have been implemented, which are kept under voltage during the whole
outage, their maintenance being performed during power operation

Which such measures the outage planning is more safe, potential human failure are seriously
reduced, the overall safety is improved because there no risk of any endangering of the
physical separation concept between the divisions and even the operating costs are limited
because they is no need to implement expensive movable devices that requires a qualification
status considering the material but also the operation procedure to follow (this is quite
difficult to guarantee with movable cables in relation with potential human failure)

4.5. Reduction of investments by proper design and layout

A large field for cost savings is also concerned by the design of the nuclear auxiliary systems
and not only the safety systems. The solutions used in France and Germany are quite
different. The designers knew only their own design and were not able to harmonize
themselves. This harmonization process was then made on the Utilities side mainly in
comparing each feedback of experience.

Significant improvements were reached to adapt the design requirements to the real operation
need on:

- Optimization of the coolant storage capacity;

Gaseous waste processing system;

Implementation of the fuel pool outside the reactor building;

Separate independent waste building.

4.6. Dose reduction and ALARA principle

Dose reduction, which is also a safety concern, means low activity inventory in the systems,
proper possibilities for system cleaning before maintenance, proper system arrangement in the
layout, adequate shielding, and reduction of the amount of maintenance work. The ALARA
principle "As Low As Reasonable Achievable" is a sound balance of all these aspects.

4.7. Dedicated severe accident solution involving cost reduction and safety
improvement

In the first issue of the EPR basic design report in 1997, the spreading concept was only
considered on a passive basis combined with an active depressurization of the containment
atmosphere. Such a solution was quite expensive due to the need of a large width of zirconia
layer to support a long term molten corium.

Considering this solution the French and German safety authorities were not so much satisfied
with the proposed concept because of the long lasting molten core and because of a
permanent steam production in the spreading area.

The project decided therefore to reconsider the design taking into account the safety
authorities demand. A mixed solution was then proposed with a combined passive and active
mitigation principle leading to a better cooling a the corium.

a) the passive flooding of the corium is kept;
b) the active depressurization is kept too (CHRS -Containment Heat Removal System);
c) to accelerate the corium cooling and to avoid long term steaming in the spreading area an

active feed is added , introducing a connection between the CHRS pumping devices and
the passive flooding and cooling pipe.
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FIG. 10. Impact of improvement of severe accident concept on the Zirconia layer width.

With such a new solution the very expensive zirconia layer width of the spreading area can be
seriously reduced, more diversity can be provided related to flooding and long term steaming
is avoided. Safety is therefore improved together with cost savings

5. CONCLUSION

The biggest idea to reach a simultaneous enhancement of cost savings and safety can only be
reached if the design choices are fully optimized. This basically means that the plant designer
is completely aware of the feedback of experience concerning the former designs: such an
objective can only be touched if the designers, the operators and their supporting teams on the
plant are working close together in the conceptual phase of a project. This cooperation gets
even more fruitfully and efficient if it is possible to combine two different designs like
KONVOI and N4, which are honesty analyzed getting rid of any national consideration.

It appears also very fruitful to associate the licensing authorities very early in the design
because the requests can be discussed on a positive technical basis without endangering the
whole structure of the project. As a consequence a better focus on the most important points
can reached and even costs savings can be made considering a former proposed design
solution.
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